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Background
-> 2 year EU project acronym “Plankton-Net” with 7 partners: AWI, 
MBL, Roscoff, Caen, Universidade de Lisboa, IPIMAR (Lisbon), 
Natural History Museum
-> Original scope: to create a network of interoperable repositories on 
plankton taxonomy
-> Motivation: to give taxonomists support in the hard task of 
identifying species and to rescue historically relevant collections
-> Scope keeps growing… information system which aggregates
taxonomic content and associated images, environmental
data, digitized documents, taxon descriptions, molecular
data, etc
Early 2004, AWI started a small project with MBL to archive images and 
taxonomic keys/descriptions for phytoplankton found in the North Sea …
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Taxonomy and its challenges
Information about organisms is
often linked to a name. This
can create prob ems in 
information retrieval…
■ one taxon can have many
names
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Taxonomic Name Server
The uBio Taxonomic Name Server (MBL-WHOI 
Library, Woods Hole, USA), implemented as a 
web service, acts as a name thesaurus. Two
services are offered: 
NameBank is a repository of millions of recorded
biological names and facts that link those
names together
ClassificationBank stores multiple classifications
and taxonomic concepts that are the result of 
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nameBank
Alternative names Vernacular names More or less specific
Scientific names evolve over time as specimen‘s names are updated over the
years. When dealing with vernacular (common) name, the problem is even
more difficult given the fact that it may appear in several languages
What‘s in a name?
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What‘s in a classification?
ClassificationBank is a taxon concept server
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What is the content?
Object: Taxon [metadata, resources (images, digitized documents), 
aggregators]
Local or surrogate content datastreams primary to the object
■ taxomics keys, synonyms and classification
■ Darwin Core metadata
■ Images, SEM photos, schematic drawings, etc
■ Descriptions, morphometric data
■ Digitized literature
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Plankton-Net object - PID
All objects are taxons for which at least 1 image 
(datastream) is available.
Life Science Index IDs will be used to construct PIDs:
Example:
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Plankton-Net object – datastream
DC (text/xml)
uBio naming and classification bank (text/xml)
Darwin Core (text/xml)
Biopedia descriptions ( text/xml)
Relationships (RDF/xml)





























In order to assure great flexibility in the re-use of objects and
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Plankton-Net object – disseminators
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- > Interoperability with other
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Plankton-Net object – disseminators
Metadata-crosswalks
getDarwinCore2,
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• collection: isMemberofCollection, 
isMemberofAsset, isAssociatedWith
(„SEE ALSO“)
• branding-related:  AggregatedBy,
DescribedBy, CertifiedBy
Versionning and traceability
Access control policies at collection
level
